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There are many possibilities of scenarios in the early universe, which can give rise to the same
observational signals due to the degeneracy among each other, caused by equivalence under the
conformal transformations. In order to break the degeneracy, in this paper we take into account the
so-called “frame-invariant variables” proposed by A. Ijjas and P. J. Steinhardt in [1]. We discuss how
the different scenarios will distribute in different parametric space constructed from those variables,
waiting for the judgement of real observations in the future. Several concrete models with explicit
non-minimal coupling functions are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been more and more models aiming at de-
scribing the early stage of our universe. Besides the stan-
dard cosmological model that claims our universe begin
from a Big-Bang point and expands forever [2], there are
also viewpoints that our universe may come from a con-
tracting phase followed by a bounce [3], or even several
bounces (a.k.a. cyclic) [4]. Therefore, in spite of dif-
ficulty, it is important to make clear which is the real
appearance of the early universe.
Perhaps the best way to distinguish different scenar-
ios is the constraints from the observations. The most
powerful observations of the early universe come from
those on CMB photons, which carries information about
primordial perturbations. The current data tells us that
these perturbations have to 1) be flat and scale-invariant
in its scalar mode, 2) have small enough tensor-to-scalar
ratio, and 3) have small enough non-Gaussianities [5, 6].
These conditions have excluded many candidates, while
they favor the slow-roll inflation model, which is then ac-
knowledged by most people and has been viewed as new
standard model.
However, along with the theoretical development, peo-
ple find that not only inflation satisfies those conditions.
For example, in the beginning of this century, Ref. [7]
(see also [8]) found that a contracting phase behaving
like matter domination can also produce flat and scale-
invariant scalar perturbations, which is actually dual to
inflation. However, this matter contraction (or known
as matter bounce, if followed by a bounce to expanding
phase) will have large tensor-to-scalar ratio. Moreover,
if one considers nonminimal coupling to gravity, he will
get much more possibilities. Due to the invariance of
the power spectrum and non-Gaussianities under confor-
mal transformation, one can get almost arbitrary back-
grounds of the early universe, as long as can be related
to inflation/matter-contraction by such a transformation
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[1, 9, 10]. Therefore, there will be “degeneracy” among
those backgrounds, for example, when put contracting
scenarios with nonminimal coupling into their Einstein
frame, they will behave like slow-roll inflation, or vice
versa. Since we cannot know which frame the universe
should be in at its early stage, we cannot determine which
model is of the real world, and which is just the “image”
in the mirror of conformal transformation.
How can we break this degeneracy? Since CMB obser-
vation itself cannot solve the question, we may have to
refer to other methods. In 2015, Ijjas and Steinhardt have
provided a novel method to consider frame-independent
quantities that are different for the real “object” and its
“image” [1]. If we could measure such quantities, we
should be able to distinguish each other. However, to do
this, we need to obtain the constraints on the time de-
pendence of both particle mass m and the Planck mass
MPl, in terms of m˙/m and M˙Pl/MPl, respectively. While
we have constraints on both quantities for current value,
those for early universe seems lacking. However, this
does not mean that we couldn’t make any effort towards
this way. In this paper, by parameterizing those frame-
independent quantities, we’re going to obtain regions in
the parameter space corresponding to those scenarios, in
order to have them distinguished. If there are real con-
straints on these quantities from observations in the fu-
ture, we should be able to tell which is real “object”. We
also discuss some concrete models as specific examples.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II
we review several characteristic scenarios that could give
rise to scale-invariant power spectrum, and how they re-
lates to each other. Although inflation and matter con-
traction have different tensor-to-scalar ratio, since both
scenarios are well-known and interesting to us, both will
be included in our analysis. In Sec. III we introduce the
frame-independent quantities and analyze how they can
be used to break the degeneracy between those models.
In Sec. IIIA we try to parametrize these quantities in
terms of m˙/m and M˙Pl/MPl. According to this, in Sec.
IIIB we try to obtain regions in the parameter space for
different scenarios, and in Sec. IIIC we discuss about
concrete examples. Sec. IV contains our final remarks.
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2II. THE EARLY UNIVERSE SCENARIOS WITH
SCALE-INVARIANT POWER SPECTRUM
A. slow-roll inflation
Inflation [11–13] is the most well-known scenario to
generate scale-invariant scalar and tensor spectrum, es-
pecially under the “slow-roll” assumption. In inflation
scenario, we consider a scalar field (inflaton) which is
slow-rolling down along the potential. Assuming the field
to be canonical for simplicity, the action of the scalar field
is of the form:
Sinf =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2PlR
2
− 1
2
(∇φ)2 − V (φ)
]
, (1)
and the “slow-roll” condition is defined as φ˙2  2V , ac-
cording to which one gets from the Friedmann equation:
H2 ' 1
3M2Pl
V , inf ≡ − H˙
H2
=
φ˙2
H2
 1 , (2)
where H is the Hubble parameter and inf is the slow-
roll parameter, and the equation of motion can also be
simplified as
3Hφ˙+ Vφ ' 0 . (3)
To do the perturbations, one first perturb the metric
such that the line element is
ds2 = −(1 +α)2dt2 + 2∂iβdtdxi + a2(t)e2ζδij+γijdxidxj ,
(4)
where α, β and ζ are scalar perturbation modes, and
γij is the tensor perturbation mode. In addition one
could also have the perturbation of the field δφ, but it
can be moved away when choosing the uniform-φ gauge.
Therefore, under straightforward calculation one gets the
perturbation action up to the second order:
δ2S
(S)
inf =
∫
d4xa3inf
[
ζ˙2 − (∂ζ)
2
a2
]
, (5)
which gives the equation of motion:
u′′ + k2u− z
′′
z
u = 0 , (6)
where u ≡ zζ, z ≡ a(t)√2inf , prime denotes derivative
with respect to conformal time: τ =
∫
a−1(t)dt. From
Friedmann equation one has
a ∼ t1/inf ∼ τ1/(inf−1) , (7)
and this leads to z
′′
z → 2−inf(inf−1)2τ2 , which gives the solu-
tion
u = cinf1
√
|τ |Hν(|kτ |) , cinf2
√
|τ |H−ν(|kτ |) , (8)
ν =
1
inf − 1 −
1
2
, (9)
where Hν is the Hankel function of ν-th order. In the
superhorizon (|kτ | → 0) limit, one has Hν(|kτ |) →√
2/pi(|kτ |)ν . Moreover, from the simple relation of a
and τ we also have another relationship: aH = −1/τ .
One then has
ζ =
u
z
=
cinf1 H√
piinf
kν |τ | 32+ν , c
inf
2 H√
piinf
k−ν |τ | 32−ν . (10)
For the case of inflation, since  ' 0 and thus ν ' −3/2,
one can see the second mode of Eq. (10) is decaying and
the first mode (constant [38]) is then dominant. More-
over, the initial condition of u can be obtained from Eq.
(6) by considering the large k region, where the second
term is much larger than the third term:
ui =
1√
2k
eikτ , (11)
which can be combined with Eq. (8) to get: cinf1 =
√
pi/2.
The power spectrum and its spectral index of the scalar
perturbation are then
PSinf ≡
k3
2pi2
|ζ|2 = H
2
8pi2inf
|kτ |3+2ν , (12)
nSinf ≡ 1 +
d lnPSinf
d ln k
' 1− 2inf . (13)
from which we can see that the scalar perturbation is
nearly scale-invariant.
Similarly, one can also calculate the spectrum of ten-
sor perturbation and its scale-dependence. The action of
tensor perturbation up to the second order is:
δ2S
(T )
inf =
∫
d4x
a3
4
∑
s=+,×
[
γ˙(s)2 − (∂γ
(s))2
a2
]
, (14)
where γ(s) is the nonzero component of γij . Action (14)
gives the equation of motion:
v′′ + k2v − a
′′
a
v = 0 , (15)
where v ≡ aγ/√2. Moreover, a ∼ τ1/(inf−1) leads to
a′′
a → 2−inf(inf−1)2τ2 , which gives the solution:
v = dinf1
√
|τ |Hν(|kτ |) , dinf2
√
|τ |H−ν(|kτ |) , (16)
and also
γ =
√
2
v
a
= dinf1
2√
pi
Hkν |τ | 32+ν , dinf2
2√
pi
Hk−ν |τ | 32−ν
(17)
in superhorizon region. Similar to the scalar case, the
initial condition of v can be obtained from Eq. (15) by
considering the large k region:
vi =
1√
2k
eikτ , (18)
3which can be combined with Eq. (16) to get: dinf1 =√
pi/2. The power spectrum and spectral index of the
tensor perturbation are then
PTinf ≡ 4×
k3
2pi2
|γ|2 = 2H
2
pi2
|kτ |3+2ν , (19)
nTinf ≡
d lnPTinf
d ln k
' −2inf , (20)
from which we can see that the tensor perturbation is
also nearly scale-invariant. Moreover, from Eq. (12) and
Eq. (19) one gets the tensor/scalar ratio:
rinf ≡
PTinf
PSinf
= 16inf , (21)
which is within the current constraint: r < 0.07 (95%
C.L.) [5] if  is less than 4× 10−3.
B. matter contraction
Besides inflation, there are also alternative possibilities
on evolution of the early universe which have been deeply
discussed in the literature, e.g. the universe may have ex-
perienced contraction before its expansion. If there is a
smooth transition from contraction to expansion, it will
be a nice way to avoid the Big-Bang singularity and ex-
plain the origin of our universe. Here we consider the
matter bounce model [7, 8], where the universe begins
with a contraction phase with evolution behavior like or-
dinary matter, namely w ' 0. Different from inflation
case where the perturbations are generated in expanding
phase and are dominated by the constant mode, the per-
turbations in matter bounce models can be generated in
contracting phase, therefore the varying mode becomes
growing and then dominate over the constant one. In the
following we will see that, if the universe contracts with
w ' 0, one can also get scale-invariant scalar and tensor
power spectrum.
The action of the universe in contracting phase is
Smc =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2PlR
2
− 1
2
(∇φ)2 − V (φ)
]
, (22)
and different from the inflation case, in order to get
matter-like contraction, we don’t have slow-roll con-
dition any longer. Instead, one needs the (average)
value of kinetic and potential terms be nearly the same,
〈φ˙2〉 ' 〈2V (φ)〉, such that 〈w〉 ' 〈p〉/ρ ' 0. A possible
choice to realize so is to have a concave shape, such as
V (φ) = m2φ2/2 where m is the mass of the field, and the
field oscillates around its minimum.
The scale factor in matter-contracting phase can be
parameterized as:
a ∼ τ1/(mc−1) , mc ≡ 3
2
(1 + wmc) ' 3
2
, (23)
and the scalar perturbation action up to the second order
is the same as Eq. (5), with inf → mc. Therefore, the
curvature perturbation ζ has a solution:
ζ =
cmc1 H√
pimc
kν |τ | 32+ν , c
mc
2 H√
pimc
k−ν |τ | 32−ν , (24)
with ν = 1mc−1 − 12 . Since for mc ' 3/2, ν ' 3/2,
and from Eq. (24) one can see that first mode is con-
stant while the second mode is growing [39]. So the spec-
trum and spectral index will be determined by the second
mode:
PSmc ≡
k3
2pi2
|ζ|2 = H
2
8pi2mc
|kτ |3−2ν , (25)
nSmc ≡ 1 +
d lnPSmc
d ln k
= 5− 2
mc − 1 , (26)
which is nearly scale-invariant as mc is close to 3/2.
Moreover, the tensor perturbation up to second order
is the same as Eq. (14), and the solution is given by
γ = dmc1
2√
pi
Hkν |τ | 32+ν , dmc2
2√
pi
Hk−ν |τ | 32−ν . (27)
Consider ν ' 3/2, the second mode (growing) is dom-
inant, with dmc2 =
√
pi/2 by matching with the initial
condition. The tensor spectrum and spectral index de-
termined by the growing mode are
PTmc ≡ 4×
k3
2pi2
|γ|2 = 2H
2
pi2mc
|kτ |3−2ν , (28)
nTmc ≡
d lnPTmc
d ln k
= 5− 2
mc − 1 . (29)
From Eq. (25) and Eq. (28), one can also get the
tensor/scalar ratio:
rmc ≡ P
T
mc
PSmc
= 16mc , (30)
which is too large although, provided mc ' 3/2. This is
actually a severe problem of matter contraction models
realized by a single scalar field. Actually for more com-
plicated models, one can have non-trivial sound speed
squared c2s, such that P
S can be suppressed (or r be
raised) by a factor cs. For small cs, such as cs ∼ 10−2, r
can be suppressed to allowed value by observations, how-
ever, as has been proved in [14] as a no-go theorem, it
will cause large non-Gaussianities which is again conflict
with the data constraints. Another choice is to introduce
more than one scalar field, so the scalar power spectrum
will roughly be multiplied by a factor of the number of
the fields N , while the tensor/scalar ratio is divided by
the same N . For large enough N , r can also be dropped
into the allowed value.
4C. slow contraction
Other than matter-like, the contraction could also be
slow (however the energy density grows fast), in order
to avoid cosmic anisotropies from dominating the uni-
verse [15]. One of the most famous scenarios of con-
tracting universe is the Ekpyrotic scenario proposed some
decades ago by Steinhardt et al. [16], however, the orig-
inal Ekpyrotic model can make neither scalar perturba-
tion (adiabatic perturbation ζ) nor tensor perturbation
scale-invariant, therefore several mechanisms are carried
out [17–19] to amend the model. In this section, we con-
sider the Ekpyrotic model with a scalar field nonmini-
mally coupled to Einstein gravity, as has been proposed
in [1] where it is dubbed as the “anamorphic universe”
model. The action is of the form:
Ssc =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
f(φ)R− 1
2
k(φ)(∇φ)2 − V (φ)
]
,
(31)
where f(φ) and k(φ) are functions of φ. By taking into
account the non-minimal coupling, this model can be
made such that the universe behaves like Ekpyrosis in
Jordan frame while behaves like inflation/matter contrac-
tion in Einstein frame [1] (see also [20]). From the action,
one can get the equation of motion for φ:
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+
k,φφ˙
2
k(φ)
+
V,φ
k(φ)
− f,φ
2k(φ)
R = 0 , (32)
and the energy density and pressure:
ρ = 3M2plH
2
= f−1(φ)
(
1
2
k(φ)φ˙2 + V (φ)− 3Hf˙(φ)
)
, (33)
p = −2M2plH˙ − 3M2plH2
= f−1(φ)
(
1
2
k(φ)φ˙2 − V (φ) + f¨(φ) + 2Hf˙(φ)
)
,(34)
and the equation of state of φ is defined as w ≡ p/ρ.
One can see from above that, in the usual Ekpyrotic
model where f(φ) = 1, the slow-contraction (w ≥ 1)
requires k(φ) > 0, V (φ) < 0. However, for anamorphic
case, it doesn’t need to be so. Actually, in order to get an
inflation in Einstein frame, V (φ) still need to be positive.
Moreover, the conditions of no-ghost and inflation-like
behavior in Einstein frame are given by the inequality [1]
0 < 3 + 2k(φ)
f(φ)
f2,φ
< E < 1, (35)
where E is the slow-roll parameter in Einstein frame.
The three inequality symbols from left to right are re-
quired by i) the no-ghost condition; ii) contraction and
iii) inflation in Einstein frame, respectively [1]. For
f(φ) > 0, this condition requires k(φ) < 0.
Defining the slow-varying parameters:
δsc ≡ f˙
Hf
, sc ≡ − H˙
H2
=
kφ˙2 −Hf˙ + f¨
2H2f
, (36)
one has
k(φ)φ˙2
H2f
' 2sc + δsc + scδsc − δ2sc , (37)
where we ignored the time variation of δsc. Therefore the
perturbed action (scalar part) from Eq. (31) reads:
δ2S
(S)
sc =
∫
d4xa3Q
[
ζ˙2 − c
2
s
a2
(∂ζ)2
]
, (38)
where
Q =
2f
(2 + δf )2
[
3δ2f +
2kφ˙2
H2f
]
= f ¯sc , (39)
¯sc ≡ δsc + 2sc
2 + δsc
, (40)
c2s = 1 . (41)
The equation of motion can the same as Eq. (6), ex-
cept that z = a(t)
√
2Q. For slow contracting we set
a ∼ |τ |1/(sc−1), with sc ≥ 3. Moreover, f ∼ aδsc ∼
τ δsc/(sc−1), therefore
z′′
z
→ (2 + δsc)(4 + δsc − 2sc)
4(sc − 1)2|τ |2 , (42)
and the solution is
ζ =
u
z
=
csc1 H√
piQ
kν |τ | 32+ν , c
sc
2 H√
piQ
k−ν |τ | 32−ν , (43)
ν =
2 + δsc
2(sc − 1) −
1
2
, (44)
in the superhorizon region. Moreover, the tensor part
perturbation action is
δ2S
(T )
sc =
∫
d4x
a3f
8
∑
s=+,×
[
γ˙(s)2 − (∂γ
(s))2
a2
]
, (45)
and the equation of motion is the same as Eq. (15),
except that a′′/a replaced by (a
√
f)′′/(a
√
f), and v =
aγ
√
f/2. Taking into account Eq. (42), the solution is
γ =
v
a
√
2
f
= dsc1
2√
pif
Hkν |τ | 32+ν , dsc2
2√
pif
Hk−ν |τ | 32−ν
(46)
in superhorizon region.
Conformally dual to inflation. In this case ν '
−3/2 (with the deviation of O(E)) is required, therefore
one has
δsc ' −2sc +O(E)(sc − 1) −1 . (47)
Moreover, one also has H/
√
Q ∼ H/√f ∼
|τ |−(2sc+δsc)/[2(sc−1)] ∼ |τ |O(E), which is slowly vary-
ing. Actually, this is nothing but H in Einstein frame,
which describes inflation. Therefore, one can see that
5alike the inflation case, the second mode of Eq. (43) is de-
caying and the first mode is constant and dominating. By
matching with initial condition which is the same as Eq.
(11), one can get csc1 =
√
pi/2. So the power spectrum
and the spectral index of the Ekpyrotic model, which are
measured at the end of the Ekpyrotic phase, are
PSsc ≡
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣u
z
∣∣∣2 = H2∗
8pi2f∗¯sc
(|kτ∗|)3+2ν , (48)
nSsc ≡ 1 +
d lnPSsc
d ln k
= 3 +
2 + δsc
sc − 1 , (49)
PTsc ≡ 4×
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣v
a
∣∣∣2 = 2H2∗
pi2f∗¯sc
(|kτ∗|)3+2ν , (50)
nTsc ≡
d lnPTsc
d ln k
= 2 +
2 + δsc
sc − 1 , (51)
which are nearly scale-invariant considering Eq. (47).
Moreover, from Eq. (48) and Eq. (50) one gets the ten-
sor/scalar ratio:
rsc ≡ P
T
sc
PSsc
= 16¯sc ∼ 16E , (52)
which is the same as the inflation case.
Conformally dual to matter-contraction. In this
case ν ' 3/2 is required, therefore one has
δsc ' 4sc − 6 1 , (53)
and also, H/
√
Q ∼ |τ |−3, which is growing. Actually,
this is nothing but H in Einstein frame, which describes
matter contraction, where the second mode of Eq. (43)
is dominating. The power spectrum and spectral index
are
PSsc ≡
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣u
z
∣∣∣2 = H2∗
8pi2f∗¯sc
(|kτ∗|)3−2ν , (54)
nSsc ≡ 1 +
d lnPSsc
d ln k
= 5− 2 + δsc
sc − 1 , (55)
PTsc ≡ 4×
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣v
a
∣∣∣2 = 2H2∗
pi2f∗¯sc
(|kτ∗|)3−2ν , (56)
nTsc ≡
d lnPTsc
d ln k
= 4− 2 + δsc
sc − 1 , (57)
which are nearly scale-invariant considering Eq. (53).
Moreover, one gets the tensor/scalar ratio:
rsc ≡ P
T
sc
PSsc
= 16¯sc , (58)
where ¯sc ' 3/2 as the matter contraction case.
D. slow expansion
Another interesting example is to assume that the uni-
verse has experienced a slowly expansion period in the
early universe [21]. This scenario can also be realized
based on more fundamental theories, one of the exam-
ples being the “string gas model” (see [22] for a review).
Similar to the slow-contracting case, the evolution of the
scale factor can be parameterized as
a ∼ |τ |1/se−1 , se  −1 . (59)
As an expansion scenario, one does not need to worry
about the anisotropy problem. However, as in the slow-
contracting case, the original slow-expansion model with
a single scalar field cannot obtain scale-invariant power
spectrum either [40]. Therefore, one also need to nonmin-
imally couple the field to gravity to make it behave like
inflation in its Einstein frame, so that the perturbations
also behave like those of inflation [9].
The action can be written the same as that of the slow
contraction in Eq. (31), namely,
Sse =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
f(φ)R− 1
2
k(φ)(∇φ)2 − V (φ)
]
,
(60)
and the equation of motion, energy density and pressure
can have the same expression as in Eq. (32), Eq. (33)
and Eq. (34). Note that in minimal coupling case where
f(φ) = 1, the slow-expansion (w  −1) requires k(φ) <
0, V (φ) > 0. However, in general case, the constraint
on k(φ) can be loosened. Moreover, since the actions
of scalar and tensor parts of perturbations, which are
obtained by perturbing action Eq. (60), have the same
forms as those of Eq. (38) and Eq. (45), the solutions
should also have the same form, namely:
ζ =
cse1 H√
piQ
kν |τ | 32+ν , c
se
2 H√
piQ
k−ν |τ | 32−ν , (61)
γ = dse1
2√
pif
Hkν |τ | 32+ν , dse2
2√
pif
Hk−ν |τ | 32−ν ,(62)
with ν = 2+δse2(se−1) − 12 .
Conformally dual to inflation. For f ∼ aδse ∼
τ δse/(se−1), one needs
δse ' −2se +O(E)(se − 1) 1 , (63)
to make ν ∼ −3/2. Therefore, the power spectrum and
the spectral index of the slow-expansion model, which
are measured at the end of the slow-expansion phase, are
PSse ≡
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣u
z
∣∣∣2 = H2∗
8pi2f∗¯se
(|kτ∗|)3+2ν , (64)
nSse ≡ 1 +
d lnPSse
d ln k
= 3 +
2 + δse
se − 1 , (65)
PTse ≡ 4×
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣v
a
∣∣∣2 = 2H2∗
pi2f∗¯se
(|kτ∗|)3+2ν , (66)
nTse ≡
d lnPTse
d ln k
= 3 +
2 + δse
se − 1 , (67)
6which are nearly scale-invariant considering Eq. (63),
where ¯se ≡ (δse + 2se)/(2 + δse). Moreover, the ten-
sor/scalar ratio is:
rse ≡ P
T
se
PSse
= 16¯se ∼ 16E . (68)
Conformally dual to matter-contraction. In like
manner, one needs
δse ' 4se − 6 −1 , (69)
to make ν ∼ 3/2. The power spectrum and spectral index
is
PSse ≡
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣u
z
∣∣∣2 = H2∗
8pi2f∗¯se
(|kτ∗|)3−2ν , (70)
nSse ≡ 1 +
d lnPSse
d ln k
= 5− 2 + δse
se − 1 , (71)
PTse ≡ 4×
k3
2pi2
∣∣∣v
a
∣∣∣2 = 2H2∗
pi2f∗¯se
(|kτ∗|)3−2ν , (72)
nTse ≡
d lnPTse
d ln k
= 4− 2 + δse
se − 1 , (73)
which is nearly scale-invariant considering Eq. (53),
where ¯se ≡ (δse + 2se)/(2 + δse) ' 3/2. Moreover,
the tensor/scalar ratio is:
rse ≡ P
T
se
PSse
= 16¯se , (74)
where ¯se ' 3/2 as the matter contraction case.
III. BREAKING THE DEGENERACY:
FRAME-INVARAINT VARIABLES
A. parameterization
In the above, we have shown that many scenarios can
have degenerate results of observables related to the 2
point correlation functions, such as the amplitude of
power spectrum (both scalar and tensor), the spectral
index and the tensor/scalar ratio. In order to make it
clear, we first classify those scenarios into two groups,
which we call as the I-group (inflation, and the slow con-
traction/expansion models that are conformally dual to
it), and the M-group (matter contraction, and the slow
contraction/expansion models that are conformally dual
to it). From the above analysis, the two groups can give
totally different tensor/scalar ratios and thus it is very
easy to distinguish them by looking at the constraint
of tensor/scalar ratio, however, for scenarios inside each
group, it seems that these observables are totally degen-
erate, and it might be unlikely to use them, as we usually
used, to distinguish these scenarios.
But are there any other methods/quantities that we
can use to distinguish these “seemingly degenerate” sce-
narios? In [1], it has been suggested that the answer
may be yes. According to [1], one can define the frame-
invariant variables:
αm ≡ a m
M0Pl
, αPl ≡ aMPl
M0Pl
, (75)
Θm ≡ 1
MPl
(
H +
m˙
m
)
, ΘPl ≡ 1
MPl
(
H +
M˙Pl
MPl
)
,(76)
where a is the FRW scale factor and H ≡ a˙/a is the
Hubble parameter, both are frame-dependent, however.
m and MPl are the particle mass and the Planck mass,
respectively, and M0Pl is a normalization factor. In the
trivial case of General Relativity (GR), both m and MPl
are constant. However, in the nonminimal coupling case,
MPl is a time-dependent function and m remains con-
stant in Jordan frame, and vice versa in Einstein frame.
Therefore, αm and ΘmMPl represent the scale factor and
Hubble parameter in Jordan frame, and αPl and ΘPlMPl
represent those in Einstein frame, respectively.
Moreover, one can define the effective slow-roll param-
eters for Θm and ΘPl as:
m ≡ −d ln(ΘmMPl/m)
d lnαm
, Pl ≡ −d ln ΘPl
d lnαPl
, (77)
which are also frame-invariant variables. According to
these definitions, m (Pl) can go back to the usual def-
inition:  ≡ −H˙/H2 in Jordan (Einstein) frame, respec-
tively. More detailed analysis of such frame-invariant
variables are presented in Appendix A.
We’re considering various scenarios whose pertur-
bations can be conformally dual to inflation/matter-
contraction in their Einstein frames, where there is no
nonminimal coupling. When dual to inflation/matter-
contraction, although ΘPlMPl is larger/smaller than
zero, one can still have ΘmMPl > 0 for expanding back-
ground (inflation, slow expansion) and ΘmMPl < 0 for
contracting background (matter-contraction, slow con-
traction). Moreover, as demonstrated above, the m (and
also Pl) are totally different in the four scenarios. So
using these four variables, the four scenarios can be dis-
tinguished, which has been shown in the Table I below.
In the following, we will show how we distinguish these
scenarios by using a parametrization way. According to
Eq. (76), ΘmMPl can be written as:
ΘmMPl = ΘPlMPl +
m˙
m
− M˙Pl
MPl
, (78)
= ΘPlMPl +M
0
Pl(∆m −∆Pl) , (79)
7Inflation Matter-contraction
slow contraction[JF] slow expanstion[JF]
Inflation[EF] MC[EF] inflation[EF] MC[EF]
ΘmMPl > 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 > 0 > 0
m ' 0 ' 3/2 ≥ 3 ≥ 3  −1  −1
ΘPlMPl > 0 < 0 > 0 < 0 > 0 < 0
Pl ' 0 ' 3/2 ' 0 ' 3/2 ' 0 ' 3/2
TABLE I: ΘmMPl, m, ΘPlMPl and Pl for different scenarios. For the second and third columns, we consider inflation and
matter contraction in GR, where they are the same both in Jordan and Einstein frames. For the last two columns, we consider
slow contraction and slow expansion in its Jordan frame, where they can be transformed into inflation or matter contraction
in their Einstein frames, respectively.
where we have defined two dimensionless variables, ∆m ≡
m˙/(mM0Pl) and ∆Pl ≡ M˙Pl/(MPlM0Pl), which describe
the relative running of particle mass m and Planck mass
MPl, respectively. Moreover, from the definition of the
slow-roll parameters Eq. (77), although a little bit com-
plicated, one can obtain the relationship between m and
Pl:∫
mmdt =
m
∫
PlMPldt
MPl −M0Pl(∆Pl −∆m)
∫
PlMPldt
. (80)
Taking derivatives of both sides, and note that Mdt =
M0PldtE one can get
m =
1[
1− (D/γ) ∫ PlM0PldtE]2
×
[
pl − (D/γ)
∫
PlM
0
PldtE
+
D˙ −∆mD
γ2
(
∫
PlM
0
PldtE)
2
]
, (81)
where D ≡ ∆M −∆m, and γ ≡MPl/M0Pl.
The integral interval is constrained by e-folding num-
ber in Einstein-frame:
NE =
∫ tE
t0E
ΘPlM
0
PldtE (82)
which is also frame-invariant. For I-group, in order to
solve the Big-Bang problems, NE should be around, say,
60. However, for M-group, since the Big-Bang prob-
lems are considered in other mechanisms, the constraint
on NE mainly comes from observation, therefore can be
much shorter than 60. For example, Ref. [24] gives a
minimum e-folding number of 18 by BBN constraint on
non-standard cosmologies, while in Ref. [25] people only
considered the e-folding number to be as few as 12.
Our strategy is very simple: for either I-group or M-
group, the Einstein-frame quantities ΘPl and Pl can be
easily parametrized. Therefore, ∆m, ∆Pl and γ can be
used to describe the difference of Hubble parameter and
slow-roll parameters between two frames, and once they
are known, one can derive Θm and m from Eq. (78) and
Eq. (81), and according to Table I, the evolution of the
universe can be known.
Actually, there have been many discussions around
constraining the running of both particle mass and
Planck mass in the literature. For example, Refs. [26–
30] discussed about constraints on variation of proton
and electron masses from various ages to today, while
Refs. [31–35] discussed about the change of Newtonian
constant G (corresponding to the Planck mass MPl) in
scalar-tensor theories. However, these constraints seems
only for current values within a few redshift, and as far as
we know, the constraints, especially on the time deriva-
tive of m and MPl, on very high redshifts like primordial
age, seems still be lacking. Nevertheless, it is reasonable
to expect that we can also obtain the constraints on early
values of ∆m and ∆Pl in the future, and once we obtain
those constraints, we can use them to determine what
process our universe have experienced at that time.
However, even without constraints from observational
data, one can still parametrize ∆m and ∆Pl to analyze
their effects to cosmic evolution. For either I-group or M-
group where the scenarios behaves like inflation/matter-
contraction in their Einstein frame, one can parametrize
the Einstein frame scale factor and Hubble parameter as:
αPl = aE ∼ t1/EE , ΘPlM0Pl = HE =
1
EtE
, (83)
with E = Pl is a positive constant. Therefore from
Eq. (82) one has NE =
∫ tE
t0E
dtE/(EtE), which gives
tE = t
0
Ee
ENE . Choosing initial condition of M0Plt
0
E = 1
(t0E is 1 Planck time), so
∫
M0PldtE = M
0
PltE −M0Plt0E =
eENE − 1, and from Eq. (81) one has:
Θm =
1
E
e−ENE − D
γ
,
m =
E[
1− (D/γ)E(eENE − 1)
]2
×
[
1− (D/γ)(eENE − 1)
+
D˙/M0Pl −∆mD
γ2
E(e
ENE − 1)2
]
. (84)
8B. dividing in parameter space
From Eq. (84), we can see that given the parameters in
Einstein frame, namely E and NE , both quantities Θm
and m can be expressed in terms of some combinations
of the parameters we defined, namely D/γ, D˙/(M0Plγ
2),
as well as ∆m/γ. Therefore, one can study how these
quantities, required to satisfy various conditions in Table
I, are distributed in the parameter space formed by these
parameters, as will be done in this section. Although
the parameter space consists of 3 parameters and is 3
dimension, since in the following we only consider about
scenarios in Jordan frame, the parameter space then con-
sists of only 2 parameters (namely D/γ and D˙/(M0Plγ
2))
and reduces to 2 dimension.
We consider the I-group and M-group separately. Ac-
cording to Table. I and Eq. (84), for I-group, we plot
the region in the parameter space {D/γ, D˙/(M0Plγ2)} in-
side which the universe in Jordan frame evolves as slow-
contraction and slow-expansion in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. In the plots, we choose various values of
εE and NE , which are allowed by the current observa-
tions. The plots indicate that, although the informa-
tion of perturbations of those scenarios are degenerated
such that we cannot distinguish the scenarios in Jordan
frame, as long as we can detect the parameters D/γ and
D˙/(M0Plγ
2) and determine which region (shadowed or
not) they are located, we can actually break the degen-
eracy. Moreover, as we see in the figure, in order to have
slow-contraction or slow expansion, in general large D/γ
and/or D˙/(M0Plγ
2) are needed, which indicates a large
running of Planck mass in the early universe. This may
be due to the fact that a small E in Eq. (84) will sup-
press the deviation of both Θm and m from ΘPl and
Pl, i.e. Hubble parameter and slow-roll parameter in
Einstein frame.
Furthermore, for the case when D = 0, the trivial case
of GR will be recovered. In this case, the Einstein and
Jordan frame coincide, with ΘmM = ΘPl = H, m = E ,
and the universe is inflation even in Jordan frame.
For M-group, we also plot the region in the parame-
ter space {D/γ, D˙/(M0Plγ2)} inside which the universe
in Jordan frame evolves as slow-contraction and slow-
expansion in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. In the plots,
we choose several values of NE will fixing E = 3/2. One
could see from the figure that, in this case, even for small
running of Planck mass, there could also be large possibil-
ity that we get slow evolution scenario in Jordan frame.
Therefore it is easier to have diversity of scenarios, with-
out the suppression effect of E . However, as we can also
see from the figures, the results are a little bit sensitive
to NE because of the exponential form. The difference
of 1 e-fold will shift the shape by one or several order of
magnitude in terms of D/γ.
Moreover, the case of D = 0 also reduces to the
GR case where the Einstein and Jordan frame coincide.
Therefore, even in Jordan frame, the universe is matter-
contraction. Note that all the above results are consistent
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FIG. 1: The region in parameter space of {D/γ, D˙/(M0plγ2)}
which corresponds to slow-contraction in Jordan frame while
inflation in Einstein frame (I-group). The blue, red, yel-
low regions corresponds to NE = 60, 55, 50 respectively, with
εE = 1.0× 10−2.
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FIG. 2: The region in parameter space of {D/γ, D˙/(M0plγ2)}
which corresponds to slow-contraction in Jordan frame while
inflation in Einstein frame (I-group). The blue, red, yellow
regions corresponds to εE = 1.0×10−2, 1.11×10−2, 1.25×10−2
respectively, with NE = 60.
with our previous works with specific examples [10].
C. f [φ (t)]: concrete examples
The above subsection discussed about the probability
of various cosmic scenarios in Jordan frame using the pa-
rameterization method. In order to give concrete exam-
ples, in this subsection we consider several models with
different forms of f [φ (t)]. Since f is a function of φ and
φ is a function of t, in this work we consider directly f is
a function of t. and for simplicity but without general-
ity, we consider three cases, including exponential form,
power-law form and polynomial form.
According to conformal transformation, we have:
dtE =
√
f (tJ)dtJ , aE =
√
f (tJ)aJ , (85)
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FIG. 3: The region in parameter space of {D/γ, D˙/(M0plγ2)}
which corresponds to slow-expansion in Jordan frame while
inflation in Einstein frame (I-group). The blue, red, yel-
low regions corresponds to NE = 60, 55, 50 respectively, with
εE = 1.0× 10−2.
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FIG. 4: The region in parameter space of {D/γ, D˙/(M0plγ2)}
which corresponds to slow-expansion in Jordan frame while
inflation in Einstein frame (I-group). The blue, red, yellow
regions corresponds to εE = 1.0×10−2, 1.11×10−2, 1.25×10−2
respectively, with NE = 60.
which can give rise to:
a˙J =
daJ
dtJ
= −1
2
f−3/2f˙aE + a′E . (86)
Actually, it can be easily seen that
√
f(tJ) is equal to
Mpl/M
0
pl. Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. (84) as:
Θm =
1
εEtE
(
1− f˙ εEtE
2f3/2
)
, (87)
εm = −f1/2 aJ
a˙J
(
Θ′m
Θm
+
f˙
2f3/2
)
= − 1
ΘmM0pl
(
Θ′m
Θm
+
f˙
2f3/2
)
. (88)
First of all, we consider f(tJ) to be of exponential form,
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FIG. 5: The region in parameter space of {D/γ, D˙/(M0plγ2)}
which corresponds to slow-contraction in Jordan frame while
matter-contraction in Einstein frame (M-group). The blue,
red, yellow regions corresponds to NE = 21, 20, 19 respec-
tively, with εE = 3/2.
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FIG. 6: The region in parameter space of {D/γ, D˙/(M0plγ2)}
which corresponds to slow-expansion in Jordan frame while
matter-contraction in Einstein frame (M-group). The blue,
red, yellow regions corresponds to NE = 21, 20, 19 respec-
tively, with εE = 3/2.
namely
f (tJ) = αe
βtJ . (89)
In this case, from Eqs. (87) and (88) we get
Θm =
1
εEtE
(
1− EtE
tE − C
)
, (90)
εm =
C(C − tE)E
M0pl[C − (1− E)tE)]2
, (91)
where C = t0E−2
√
αeβt
0
J/β is the integral constant. Usu-
ally one has the freedom to choose the initial conditions
t0E = 2
√
αeβt
0
J/β to make C = 0, correspondingly giving
Θm = (1− E)/EtE and εm = 0, which are independent
of α and β. Since for I-group tE > 0, 0 < εE  1 while
for M-group tE < 0, εE ' 3/2, one finds that in this
case, no matter which group it is in, we have Θm > 0
and εm = 0, therefore giving rise to inflation-like behav-
ior in the Jordan frame.
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However, there is a special case where β → 0, which
make the case reduce to GR case by letting f(t) become
a constant. In this case, C will be very large unless a
diverging t0E is defined to cancel the divergence of β.
Therefore from the equations above, it will give rise to
Θm → ΘE = 1/EtE and m → E , as is expected.
Secondly, we consider f(tJ) to be of power-law form,
namely
f (tJ) = αt
2β
J . (92)
In this case, we get:
Θm =
1
εEtE
+
β
(β + 1)(C − tE) , (93)
εm =
εE [(β + 1)(C − tE)(C − tE + Cβ)− βEt2E ]
M0pl[(β + 1)(C − tE) + βEtE ]2
,(94)
where C = t0E −
√
α(t0J)
β+1/(β + 1) is the integral con-
stant. If we choose t0E =
√
α(t0J)
β+1/(β + 1) to make
C = 0, the above formula will be reduced to
Θm → 1
εEtE
(
1− εEβ
β + 1
)
, εm → εE
1 + β (1− εE) ,
(95)
which only depend on the parameter β.
For the case of I-group, we have tE > 0 and 0 < εE 
1. Therefore, Θm > 0 for β > −1 or β < −1/(1 − E)
while Θm < 0 for only narrow range of −1/(1 − E) <
β < −1. Moreover, for large value of β, we have  ≈
E , which gives rise to inflation-like behavior in Jordan
frame. The phase space for slow-contraction and slow
expansion will be constrained to the regions of (−1/(1−
E),−(1−E/3)/(1−E)] and [−(1+E)/(1−E),−1/(1−
E)), respectively.
For the case of M-group, we have tE < 0 and εE = 3/2.
Therefore Θm > 0 for β > 2 or β < −1 while Θm < 0
for −1 < β < 2. Therefore for large value of β, we have
 → 0, which still gives rise to inflation-like behavior in
Jordan frame. The phase space for slow-contraction and
slow expansion will be constrained to the regions of [1, 2)
and (2, 5), respectively. These results are consistent with
the analysis in [10].
Finally, we consider f(tJ) to be of polynomial form,
namely
f (tJ) = (α+ βtJ)
2
. (96)
In this case, one has:
Θm =
1
εEtE
[
1− εEtE
2(tE + ρ− C)
]
, (97)
εm =
εE [2(tE + ρ− C)(tE + 2ρ− 2C)− εEt2E ]
M0pl[εEtE − 2(tE + ρ− C)]2
.(98)
where ρ ≡ α2/(2β), and C = t0E − αt0J − β(t0J)2/2 is the
integral constant. If we choose t0E = αt
0
J + β(t
0
J)
2/2 to
make C = 0, the above formula will be reduced to
Θm =
1
εEtE
[
1− εEtE
2(tE + ρ)
]
, (99)
εm =
εE [2(tE + ρ)(tE + 2)− εEt2E ]
M0pl[εEtE − 2(tE + ρ)]2
, (100)
which depend not only on the both α and β (in terms
of a single parameter ρ), but also on tE in a nontrivial
manner.
For the case of I-group, we have tE > 0 and 0 < εE 
1. Therefore, Θm > 0 for ρ < −tE or ρ > (εE − 2)tE/2,
while Θm < 0 for (εE − 2)tE/2 < ρ < −tE . More-
over, when ρ = εEtE(εE + 1)/[2(2εE − 1)]− tE , we have
εm ≈ εE , which gives rise to inflation-like behavior in
Jordan frame. Note that although we can make Θm > 0,
there is no way to get slow-contraction phase, since the
condition of m > 3 cannot be satisfied. The phase space
for slow-expansion will be constrained to the region of
(εE − 2)tE/2 < ρ < (εE − 2)tE/[2(εE + 1)].
For the case of M-group, we have tE < 0 and εE =
3/2. Therefore, Θm > 0 for −tE/4 < ρ < −tE , while
Θm < 0 for ρ < −tE/4 or ρ > −tE . Moreover, when ρ ≈
εEtE(εE +1)/[2(2εE−1)]− tE → −tE/16, we have εm ≈
3/2, which gives rise to matter-contraction-like behavior
in Jordan frame. The phase space for slow-contraction
and slow-expansion will be constrained to the regions of
tE/2 < ρ < 0 and −tE/4 < ρ < −tE , respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION
There are various possibilities of cosmological scenar-
ios in the early universe. Although the observational data
such as PLANCK can give more and more accurate con-
straints on those scenarios, there are still some that could
not be distinguished from each other, not due to the pre-
cisions of observations, but due to the degeneracies in
physics, caused by the dual relations such as conformal
transformations. In order to distinguish those confor-
mally related scenarios, we may need more variables to
break the degeneracy.
In this paper, we made use of the frame-invariant vari-
ables defined in [1], to discuss how we can distinguish
those scenarios. These different values of frame-invariant
variables can describe different scenarios according to Ta-
ble. I. These variables are constructed from the variation
of Planck mass as well as particle mass. Although there
are still no observational data to give constraints on these
variables, we obtained various regions in parameter space
corresponding to different scenarios. We found that to
get slow-evolutions in I-group, one in general need large
running of Planck mass, due to the suppressing effect
of the slow-roll parameters. On the other hand, the re-
quirement will be relaxed in M-group, but due to the
exponential dependence of m on NE , the region of pa-
rameter space becomes more sensitive to NE than those
in I-group.
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Moreover, we also used several explicit models of the
coupling function f(φ) with up to 2 free parameters, and
got various constraints on those parameters to obtain dif-
ferent scenarios. Our results are consistent with previous
analysis.
As a next step, it is therefore important to pursue
whether and how can we really constraint those frame-
invariant quantities using observational data, especially
in terms of ∆M and ∆m, since once we can get them con-
strained, we can localize where they are in the parameter
space, and thus we can know which scenario the early
universe would prefer. There have been some discussions
on how to constrain those quantities for early time of the
universe, such as the “standard clock” approach [36, 37].
The further discussion about this project will be post-
poned to future research.
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Appendix A: Frame-invariant variables
In this appendix, we show how to construct variables
that are independent of frame choice. A guiding princi-
ple is that, quantities that are frame-invariant should be
either 1) quantities that are defined in a fixed (Jordan or
Einstein) frame; 2) quantities that are equal in two (and
also more) frames.
Let’s start with the action in Jordan-frame:
SJ =
∫
d4x
√−gM
2
J(t)
2
R+
∫
mJds+
∫
d4x
√−gL(φ) .
(A1)
Using conformal transformation:
g˜µν = Ω
2gµν , a˜ = Ωa , d˜t = Ωdt , d˜s = Ωds ,√
−g˜ = Ω4√−g , g˜µν = Ω−2gµν , R˜ = Ω−2R ,(A2)
One can transform into Einstein-frame:
SE =
∫
d4x˜
√
−g˜Ω−2M
2
J(t)
2
R˜+
∫
mJΩ
−1d˜s
+
∫
d4x˜
√
−g˜Ω−4L(φ)
=
∫
d4x˜
√
−g˜M
2
E
2
R˜+
∫
mE(t)d˜s+
∫
d4x˜
√
−g˜L˜(φ˜)
(A3)
Note that MJ and mE are time-dependent, while ME
and mJ are time-independent. According to the above
statement, MJ , mE , ME and mJ are actually all frame-
invariant.
Moreover, from above we have:
Ω−1MJ = ME , Ω−1mE = mJ , (A4)
which means
Ω =
MJ
ME
=
mJ
mE
. (A5)
From this we can also have:
mJ
MJ
=
mE
ME
, (A6)
so the quantity m/M is frame-invariant.
Similarly, from conformal transformation we have
Ω =
aE
aJ
=
dtE
dtJ
, (A7)
combined with (A5), we can construct more frame-
invariant variables.
For instance, we have
aE
aJ
=
mJ
mE
=
MJ
ME
, (A8)
so
aEmE = aJmJ , aEME = aJMJ , (A9)
so both am and aM are frame-invariant. Moreover, we
have:
aJ =
am
mJ
, aE =
aM
ME
. (A10)
In like manner, we have
dtE
dtJ
=
mJ
mE
=
MJ
ME
, (A11)
so
mEdtE = mJdtJ , MEdtE = MJdtJ , (A12)
so both mdt and Mdt are frame-invariant. Moreover, we
have:
dtJ =
mdt
mJ
, dtE =
Mdt
ME
. (A13)
The Hubble parameter in Einstein and Jordan frame
are
HE =
daE
aEdtE
=
ME
M
(H +
M˙
M
) ,
HJ =
daJ
aJdtJ
=
mJ
m
(H +
m˙
m
) , (A14)
where H = a˙/a and dot means derivative to t in arbitrary
frame. Defining
ΘPl =
1
M
(H +
M˙
M
) =
HE
ME
,
Θm =
1
M
(H +
m˙
m
) =
HJ
mJ
m
M
, (A15)
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both contains only frame-invariant variables. so both are
frame-invariant.
One can also discuss furtherly about slow-roll param-
eters. The slow-roll parameter in Einstein and Jordan
frames are
E = − dHE
H2EdtE
, J = − dHJ
H2JdtJ
. (A16)
Define frame-invariant variable
Pl = −d ln ΘPl
d lnαPl
, m = −d ln(ΘmM/m)
d lnαm
, (A17)
and one can find that they are equal to E and J in each
frame, respectively.
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